
HOW TO WRITE A FEATURE LENGTH FILM

How to Write a Feature Film Script. Writing a 90 to page movie script isn't as difficult as it might seem at first thought.
You can do it, but only.

The Results Everything I outlined above was essentially planned from the get-go. I was in the script so much
and for so long, than when I would pick up the next day, it was like I never stopped. Oftentimes â€” because
screenwriting is far less time-consuming in terms of the actual l writing â€” I have even written a script and a
novel at the same time simply because not only is writing the screenplay such a faster process, so that I am not
doing both at the same time the entire duration of my novel, but in writing a script while I write a novel I can
think more visually and start using the two different writing mediums to enhance one another! The vast
majority of these few weeks was simply spent thinking of the ideaâ€¦ Maybe jotting down the occasional note
here or there. And while this mistake may be totally acceptable in prose, with films people are far less patient.
However, if you haven't "made it" in the industry, you'll likely have to face the reality that your script won't be
accepted many places if it's over pages or under  In my case, I averaged about 4 hours of writing per day,
which means about 5 pages per hour. This is important for a variety of reasons, but it helps to remember that
screenwriting is a quasi-closed form. Easy right? Act Two Perhaps the most difficult section for a screenwriter
to fill, Act Two is about raising the stakes higher and higher to prepare for the climax at the end of the act.
Instead, there are two main things to focus on in the order presented, the final act usually having no more than
pages. With a 5 day schedule, I knew I would have no time to waste so I told myself early on it was okay to
write anything. You'll find the more familiar you are with this structure, the easier it will be to power through
boring movies as you'll be able to look at the time passed and say, "Well, we are getting to the midpoint so
something bad should happen soon to make things interesting. Write 20 pages per day This goal was simple
math. It's when Harry Potter wakes up in the hospital with Dumbledore after destroying the sorcerer's stone
and Gryffindor wins the house cup. The point of no return is where the character s has made a decision or has
gone so far where they either need to face the conflict or face dire circumstances. For instance, with Harry
Potter this is when Harry defeats Voldemort. Often with larger projects, we can get to the point where we
forget what happened at the beginning of the story and need to refresh ourselves, tacking on extra work to
always ensure we're on the same page. Other times, I might start writing before the idea is even fully formed,
and will type out individual scenes as they come to me, only later stringing them together. As a result, if the
prospect of winning National Novel Writing Month NaNoWriMo , has always seemed far off, in writing a
script first you'll quickly prove to yourself your capabilities as a storyteller! Instead, they prepare screenwriters
to write amazing moments within features â€” something that needs to be mastered because each and every
scene and sequence in a feature script must perform as a perfect piece to the puzzle. Definitely not. To use the
Harry Potter example, this is when Harry realizes Dumbledore is gone and Voldemort is going to restore his
powers that night, putting Harry's life in danger. I've got a full list of storytelling rewards you can give
yourself here! You'll notice that even if the Act One break doesn't happen exactly thirty minutes in, it happens
somewhere near it and that every story has a low point occurring near the 90 minute mark. We recommend
that you start at the beginning and work straight through the outline: no stopping; no editing; no going back.
Day Five â€” Write a journal entry from your main character. All you need is an idea! Until this plot point,
everyone in the script has been living their normal lives, whether they are happy or sad ones. Here we look at
the differences between these two types of screenplays and explore the ways in which screenwriters should
approach them. They may give themselves a pen name, or simply try to channel inspiration from another
writer while they type. Week Two Week two is where you'll begin to put everything into some sort of action
plan, even if you don't like plotting. And in actualityâ€¦ It was easy. If you have a , word novel, when editing
all you have to do is say that by 10, words you'll have introduced the inciting incident. A slow pace is by no
means bad, and sometimes better for other writers, a feature further discussed in Swank Up Your Script ,
where I even have a three-month approach to feature film writing. Here the hero learns the skills she needs to
overcome the main conflict, she gains allies and overcomes small obstacles to prepare her for the final one. In
Aristotle's three act structure, this is the exposition phase. Assess how the story is going and whether you
should make any changes. While we do see longer films each year, there are not many, and they make
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theatrical exhibition more difficult. Feature scripts allow for many different structure types and variances
beyond the three-act structure while short scripts are generally forced to adhere to a stripped down version of
the three-act structure. They are not just one scene of a feature script, nor are they just a condensed version of
any given story. Start creating subplots and subconflicts to enhance your narrative. If I had a ridiculous scene
idea, no problem. To break the difference between short scripts and feature scripts down to its ultimate core,
one could argue that short scripts are more centered on portraying a direct theme or message while the feature
script is more centered on exploring that direct theme or message from all angles.


